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Fereshteh Zakery has always had a passion for dance. Her love of movement began when she was four years old
and taking gymnastics. Born in Tehran, she immigrated in 2014. The large, Persian community in Coquitlam
welcomed her with warmth, supported her and helped her to adapt to her new life in Canada while celebrating the
culture she had brought with her.

Fareshteh has a deep connection to Sama dance which she teaches and performs in Coquitlam. Fereshteh
explains, “the Sama dance is very rich in culture. It means listening and remembrance. A Sufi ceremony
performance, it layers singing, playing musical instruments, dancing and the recitation of poetry and prayers.”

Watching Fareshteh perform Sama at events hosted at the Evergreen Cultural Centre, on Canada Day and on
Persian New Year with the Iranian Cultural Society, there is no doubt that this dance is a beautiful fusion of all
things poetic, expressive and magnificent in her culture.

“Sama originates from Rumi, a Sufi master. It is said that the dance was created when Rumi was walking through
town when he heard the rhythmic hammering of the goldbeaters. He became so happy and entranced by the
rhythm, that he stretched out both of his arms and started spinning in a circle. This was the origin of sufi spinning,
Sama or dervishes as they are sometimes known,” reflects Fareshteh.



She continues, “The dance represents a mystical journey. It is a way of providing a connection with people between
the heart and nature. Its message is to think positive. It provides a feeling of freedom and each movement has
meaning.”

Coquitlam and the Tri-Cities area has the second highest population of Iranians in BC. Performers and educators
like Fareshteh bring the Persian culture to life and make it accessible for all. Her dance, Sama, though originating in
a place and time far away, reflects the spirit of Coquitlam in 2016: open, connected, inviting and with a sense of
acceptance and freedom that forever calls people to join.
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